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Brain Injury Patterns in Hypoglycemia in Neonatal Encephalopathy


ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Low glucose values are often seen in term infants with NE, including HIE, yet the contribution of hypoglycemia to the pattern of neurologic injury remains unclear. We hypothesized that MR features of neonatal hypoglycemia could be detected, superimposed on the predominant HIE injury pattern.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Term neonates (n = 179) with NE were prospectively imaged with day-3 MR studies and had glucose data available for review. The predominant imaging pattern of HIE was recorded as watershed, basal ganglia, total, focal-multifocal, or no injury. Radiologic hypoglycemia was diagnosed on the basis of selective edema in the posterior white matter, pulvinar, and anterior medial thalamic nuclei. Clinical charts were reviewed for evidence of NE, HIE, and hypoglycemia (<46 mg/dL).

RESULTS: The predominant pattern of HIE injury imaged included 17 watershed, 25 basal ganglia, 10 total, 42 focal-multifocal, and 85 cases of no injury. A radiologic diagnosis of hypoglycemia was made in 34 cases. Compared with laboratory-confirmed hypoglycemia, MR findings had a positive predictive value of 82% and negative predictive value of 78%. Sixty (34%) neonates had clinical hypoglycemia before MR imaging. Adjusting for 5-minute Apgar scores and umbilical artery pH with logistic regression, clinical hypoglycemia was associated with a 17.6-fold higher odds of MR imaging identification (P < .001). Selective posterior white matter and pulvinar edema were most predictive of clinical hypoglycemia, and no injury (36%) or a watershed (32%) pattern of injury was seen more often in severe hypoglycemia.

CONCLUSIONS: In term infants with NE and hypoglycemia, specific imaging features for both hypoglycemia and hypoxia-ischemia can be identified.

ABBREVIATIONS: HIE = hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy; IQR = interquartile range; NE = neonatal encephalopathy

Neonatal encephalopathy is a general term used to describe a clinically defined syndrome of disturbed neurologic function in the earliest days of life in the term infant, occurring in 1 to 6 per 1000 live term births, and results in significant mortality and morbidity.1-3 NE may be the result of many etiologies, some of which are treatable (eg, hypoglycemia), and others less treatable, such as cerebral dysgenesis or congenital infection.1 The most common cause of NE is hypoxia-ischemia, which results in a clinical constellation of findings termed hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy. Neonates with NE caused by HIE are at increased risk of depleting their energy stores and developing concurrent hypoglycemia.4 When caring for infants with NE, it is important to identify the etiology and time of the brain injury and to predict neurodevelopmental outcome.5,6 Neuroimaging with MR has been shown to be the ideal tool to demonstrate the extent of injury and predict outcome.5,7 Barkovich et al8 has published the most widely used and validated MR scoring system to diagnose and rate the severity of injury secondary to HIE. In addition to having a normal appearance, infants with suspected HIE may have 4 predominant patterns of injury: watershed, basal ganglia, total, or focal-multifocal injury.7

Neonatal hypoglycemia (<46 mg/dL) occurs in 5% to 15% of normal term neonates and can cause visual impairment, epilepsy, and cognitive deficits.9-11 Numerous animal and human studies have suggested that neonatal hypoglycemia in the context of HIE may be more detrimental than either condition alone.12-14 These studies also suggest that lower glucose levels are associated with a higher severity of encephalopathy and a worse outcome at 2
years. Neuroimaging studies in neonatal hypoglycemia have shown a correlation between hypoglycemia, parieto-occipital injury, and involvement of the underlying white matter tracts, corpus callosum, and thalamus. However, it is unclear whether the pattern of injury seen in HIE is modified by concurrent hypoglycemia and whether the effects of hypoglycemia in the context of HIE can be reliably recognized by imaging alone. The objective of this study was to identify the predominant imaging patterns and specific radiologic features for neonatal hypoglycemia in the context of NE.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study Subjects**

The study was approved by the institutional Clinical Research Ethics Board and was carried out at a provincial tertiary-level neonatal center. The study cohort consisted of all term infants (36–42 weeks' gestation) with clinically suspected HIE who were seen between July 1, 2004, and December 31, 2010. Standard of care included MR imaging on day 3 of life (72 ± 12 hours) for all patients with NE and suspected HIE. The timing of imaging has been demonstrated to accurately predict injury on later neuroimaging and is within the time window for detection of hypoglycemia-associated injury. Inclusion criteria for this study included term gestational age, NE, a day-3 MR imaging study, and recorded laboratory glucose values obtained at least 12 hours before the MR. A patient was diagnosed with HIE if at least 1 of the following was present: 1) fetal distress at delivery, 2) Apgar score of ≤5 at 5 minutes, 3) requirement for resuscitation at birth, or 4) metabolic acidosis (umbilical artery pH < 7.1 or base excess > 10). Charts were also reviewed for date and time of birth and subsequent glucose values. All glucose measurements were counted up to 12 hours before the MR imaging study. Hypoglycemia was defined as <46 mg/dL and severe hypoglycemia as <27 mg/dL. All glucose values and time of measurement were recorded to determine 1) the total number of glucose measurements, 2) the lowest glucose measurement and time of measurement in each subject, 3) the number of normal glucose measurements, 4) the number of low glucose measurements, and 5) the number of separate hypoglycemic episodes.

**MR Imaging Studies**

MR imaging was performed according to the methods outlined by Chau et al and was performed with sedation on a 1.5T Avanto scanner with the use of VB 16 software (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The following sequences were obtained (TR/TE/averages/field of view/thickness/gap): axial and coronal T1-weighted spin-echo images (800/20/1/230/4 mm/0.2 mm), axial fast spin-echo T2-weighted images (4000/101/2/230/4 mm/0.5 mm), and isotropic DWI $b = 700$, 1000 (3300/82/4/210/4 mm/0.2 mm). Both DWI images and ADC maps were produced. Single-voxel spectroscopy was also performed in the thalami and white matter but was not used in the analysis of the present study. MR images were reviewed by a single pediatric neuroradiologist blinded to the clinical history and glucose values. The T1- and T2-weighted images, DWI, and ADC maps were reviewed and scored in accordance with Barkovich et al and modified by Chau et al. The extent of injury on each sequence was scored from 0 to 4 in the deep gray matter and from 0 to 5 in the watershed region. The maximal score was used to assign the predominant pattern of injury; watershed, basal ganglia, total, focal-multifocal, or no injury. All additional MR studies (ie, day-10 or 2-year follow-up scans) were reviewed to validate the assigned pattern of injury.

Concurrent with the MR image review, cases of suspected imaging-positive hypoglycemia were identified on the basis of a constellation of observations. Criteria included bilateral, symmetric selective white matter edema, a posterior predominance to white matter edema, associated edema in the pulvinar and anterior medial thalamic nuclei, and restricted diffusion in the optic radiations. Although the identification of suspected hypoglycemic cases was a subjective decision by the pediatric neuroradiologist, subsequently each imaging feature suspected to be associated with hypoglycemia was individually scored as present or absent.

**Data Analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed with Stata 11 software (Stata Corporation, College Station, Texas). Descriptive statistics were used to characterize the cohort for hypoglycemic and hypoxic-ischemic brain injury. To investigate the association between hypoglycemia and its identification on MR imaging, logistic regression analyses were preformed, adjusting for 5-minute Apgar scores and umbilical artery pH.

**RESULTS**

**Study Subjects**

Between 2004 and 2010, 192 neonates with NE were identified and were imaged 72 ± 12 hours after birth (mean = 78 hours) without evidence of a cerebral malformation. Of these, 179 (93%) had glucose measurements performed at least 12 hours before MR imaging. Of the 179 subjects forming the study group, 160 (89%) had at least 1 clinical indicator of HIE, whereas in 19 subjects, the eligibility criteria were either not recorded or met. The clinical demographics of the cohort are summarized in Table 1. Of note, infants with hypoglycemia had a smaller head circumference at birth ($P = .006$) and a trend to smaller birth weight ($P = .05$) and length ($P = .09$). On the basis of their 5-minute Apgar score or umbilical artery pH, hypoglycemic infants did not show differences in perinatal depression.

**Clinical Hypoglycemia**

Glucose measurements were performed at the discretion of the clinical team, and >1500 measurements were recorded in our cohort and more than 8 glucose values per subject. In infants without hypoglycemia, there was a median of 5 glucose measurements (IQR, 3–9), and the lowest recorded value occurred an average of 20 hours after birth, or more than 48 hours before MR imaging. Infants with clinical hypoglycemia were tested a median of 11 times (IQR, 7–16), more often than infants without hypoglycemia ($P < .001$). The mean lowest glucose level was 29 ± 12 mg/dL and was recorded at a median of 10.25 hours after birth (IQR, 3–33). As outlined in Table 2, hypoglycemia was detected in 60 (34%) neonates. Subjects with HIE included 56 (35%) with hypoglycemia, of which 18 (11%) had severe hypoglycemia (<27 mg/dL), 10 (6.7%) had moderate hypoglycemia (27–31 mg/dL), and 38 (24%) had mild hypoglycemia (32–45 mg/dL). There were 27 (16%) hypoglycemic infants without clinical evidence of cerebral injury, and 92 (52%) of these hypoglycemic infants had more than 5 glucose measurements (IQR, 7–11).
mg/dL). Subjects with NE but without evidence for HIE included 4 of 19 (21%) with hypoglycemia, all of which was severe.

Radiologic Hypoxic-Ischemic Injury
As outlined in Table 2, the predominant pattern of injury seen in 179 infants included 85 (47%) normal studies. When the 19 cases of without evidence for HIE are excluded, the percent distribution of the predominant pattern of injury remains the same as shown in Table 2: 9% watershed, 14% basal ganglia, 6% total, and 23% focal-multifocal white matter injury. Basal ganglia and total patterns of injury were absent in the group of 19 infants with NE and unconfirmed HIE, whereas 3 (16%) watershed, 7 (37%) focal-multifocal, and 9 (47%) with no injury compose the MR pattern of injury identified in this group.

Radiologic Hypoglycemia
A radiologic diagnosis of hypoglycemia was made in 34 cases without knowledge of the laboratory glucose values. Of these, 18 (53%) showed diffusion restriction in the regions of identified. Meanwhile, 13 (38%) showed changes on conventional T1 and T2 sequences without diffusion restriction. Table 3 correlates the number radiologic hypoglycemic neonates with clinical hypoglycemia (<46 mg/dL) and the presence or absence of clinical evidence of HIE. Of the 160 infants with confirmed HIE, the MR positive predictive value was 83% compared with a negative predictive value of 76%, on the basis of radiologic observation alone. MR imaging findings of hypoglycemia were identified in 5 subjects without clinically documented hypoglycemia, of whom 3 were born at home without glucose testing until after presentation to the hospital at 16, 26, and 39 hours after birth, and 2 had mothers with documented gestational or insulin-dependent diabetes. For glucose values <46 mg/dL, MR imaging only identified 25 of 56 (45%) of the cases. In severe hypoglycemia, <27 mg/dL, the rate was 13 of 18 (72%) and in extreme cases (<18 mg/dL) rose to 83% (10/12). Through the use of logistic regression analysis to adjust for 5-minute Apgar scores and umbilical artery pH, clinical hypoglycemia was associated with a 17.6-fold higher odds of identification on MR imaging (95% confidence interval, 5.7–54.2; \( P < .001 \)). In the 19 cases of NE and unconfirmed HIE, the positive predictive value was 75% and the negative predictive value was 93%.

Radiologic hypoglycemia was investigated in more detail with univariate logistic analyses performed for each observation; posterior white matter, posterior gray matter, pulvinar, and anterior medial thalamic nuclei (Table 4, Fig 1). A backwards selection model was used to determine which region was most predictive of clinical hypoglycemia, sequentially removing variables with \( P \) values >0.1. Only the posterior white matter (\( P < .001 \)) and the pulvinar (\( P = .089 \)) remained in the model. Through the use of a combination of both posterior white matter and pulvinar injury,
the positive predictive value was 86% and the negative predictive value was 77% for clinical hypoglycemia. Adjusting for umbilical artery pH and 5-minute Apgar scores, this combined pattern was associated with a 22.58-fold higher odds of clinical hypoglycemia (95% confidence interval, 6.16–82.86; \( P < .001 \)).

**DISCUSSION**

Hypoglycemia is an important issue in term neonates with NE and is common in term infants with HIE (34% in our cohort). Many studies have detailed the radiologic patterns of brain injury in HIE or hypoglycemia, but this large cohort study provides novel information on imaging patterns seen when these 2 conditions coexist. A pattern of posterior white matter and pulvinar injury are most predictive of clinical hypoglycemia superimposed on the predominant pattern of injury seen in HIE. Surprisingly, the watershed pattern of hypoxic-ischemic injury is most frequently seen as associated with severe hypoglycemia, and this pattern coupled with an otherwise normal brain accounts for >60% of all cases of hypoglycemia.

Normal MR findings are common in term infants with HIE, but when hypoxic-ischemic brain injury is present, 4 abnormal imaging patterns can be seen: watershed, basal ganglia, total, and focal-multifocal injury.\(^7,8\) Prolonged partial asphyxia results in a pattern of injury that primarily involves the watershed zones between the major intravascular boundary zones, whereas acute profound asphyxia results in the basal ganglia–predominant pattern of brain injury that involves the basal ganglia, thalami, brain stem, sensorimotor cortex, and corticospinal tracts.\(^1,16,19\) Severe watershed and basal ganglia–predominant patterns of injury can manifest as total brain injury, occurring when both the cerebral cortex and deep gray nuclei are hypoperfused.\(^15\) Multifocal predominant pattern of injury describes injury seen in the white matter or cortex.\(^7\) All predominant patterns of hypoxic-ischemic injury were observed in the current study, with prevalence similar to our previous report.\(^7\)

The first report of brain injury after a case of isolated neonatal hypoglycemia by Spar et al\(^20\) in 1994 described a generalized thinning of the cerebral cortex with predominant injury in the parieto-occipital lobes. Few large systematic studies have been performed to characterize the pattern of hypoglycemic brain injury in neonates. One prospective cohort of 35 subjects with hypoglycemia showed posterior white matter abnormalities in 94% of infants, with other injury of the cortex, white matter hemorrhage, and injury of the basal ganglia, thalamus, and posterior limb of the internal capsule.\(^21\) A retrospective cohort of 45 neonates with hypoglycemia showed occipital diffusion restriction to be limited to <7 days after initial hypoglycemia in term neonates,\(^15\) and another study of 6 term neonates with hypoglycemia showed restricted diffusion in the parieto-occipital gray and white matter, corpus callosum, and optic radiations.\(^16\)

Animal models suggest increased morbidity and mortality when hypoxic-ischemic injury and neonatal hypoglycemia co-exist compared with hypoxic-ischemic injury alone or isolated neonatal hypoglycemia.\(^12,13\) A cohort of 94 term neonates with encephalopathy showed a 16% incidence of hypoglycemia, associated with increased odds for corticospinal tract injury.\(^22\)

Higher rates of hypoglycemia have been associated with greater degrees of encephalopathy,\(^4\) yet in our cohort there was little difference between those with or without hypoglycemia. Even in severe hypoglycemia (\(<27 \text{ mg/dL}) >60\% of all cases exhibited mild patterns of injury, either watershed or no injury, remarkably similar to the 57\% of term neonates with HIE and normoglycemia. This trend was noticeable in both radiologically positive and clinically positive cases of hypoglycemia. Thus, in severe hypoglycemia, radiologic findings were present in 13 of 18 (72\%) cases; of those, watershed (28\%), focal-multifocal (28\%), and no injury (33\%) composed almost all the cases. One possible explanation of this higher rate of hypoglycemia in neonates with no injury or watershed pattern is that radiologic features of hypo-
glycemia may be more difficult to appreciate in more severe cases of brain injury. Alternatively, infants with basal ganglia and total injury patterns are sicker and therefore are monitored and managed more closely, which may decrease the rate of hypoglycemia. Of note, neonates with hypoglycemia had smaller birth measurements than their normoglycemic peers. This finding supports the hypothesis that intrauterine growth restriction is a significant risk factor for neonatal hypoglycemia. The findings in our study should underline the importance of close glucose monitoring, not only in the sickest neonates with HIE but even in those who appear to be less acutely affected.

With our large cohort study, we have identified a pattern of brain injury that can help distinguish between hypoglycemic and hypoxic-ischemic injuries. The combination of selective edema in the posterior white matter and pulvinar is most predictive for hypoglycemia in the context of NE and HIE (Fig 1). We have established that this pattern of injury appears to be very specific for hypoglycemia and can be used to indicate an episode of previous hypoglycemia, even in absence of laboratory values or when much of the neonatal history and clinical findings are missing because the infant was born at home or at a remote facility.

Radiologic observations indicating that an infant has had hypoglycemia appear to be robust, but intermittent sampling of glucose values at the discretion of the clinician is not ideal. A closer look at the false-positive and false-negative cases as recorded in this study suggests that the radiologic observations may be even more accurate than stated. Of the 31 MR false-negative cases in HIE documented in Table 2, 6 cases had either a total pattern of injury or massive hemorrhage that precluded recognition of the radiologic pattern of hypoglycemia. Most of the remaining cases were isolated, with either mild decreases in clinical glucose values just <46 mg/dL that were immediately corrected, or radiologically normal-appearing brain. In the 160 subjects with HIE, imaging criteria for hypoglycemia were identified in 5 subjects without clinically documented hypoglycemia; of these, however 3 cases were home deliveries, including 2 babies whose mother was diabetic. Similar questions arise in the 19 cases of NE without confirmed HIE, in which there was only 1 false-positive case and 1 false-negative case. It seems therefore reasonable to speculate that the predictive values of radiologic observations of hypoglycemia are even better than documented, but frequent and regular or continuous glucose sampling would be required to ascertain this.

There are limitations to this study. Glucose values were obtained from a retrospective chart review and glucose measurements were obtained at the discretion of the treating physician, resulting in intermittent glucose values and limited information on the duration and severity of neonatal hypoglycemia. The obtained laboratory glucose levels probably underestimate the frequency, severity, and duration of neonatal hypoglycemia in the context of HIE. In addition, clinical measures of HIE such as umbilical artery pH, lactate, and base excess were often missing or not recorded in the chart and limited our ability to adjust for known predictive factors of HIE. As well, neurodevelopmental follow-up was not available in this cohort to assess long-term sequelae associated with this brain injury pattern. Prospective studies correlating this brain injury pattern with neurodevelopmental, including cortical visual, outcome will be important.

Currently, MR imaging is used to identify different patterns of hypoxic-ischemic injury and is a strong predictor of neurodevelopmental outcome. Our study demonstrates that MR imaging can also reliably identify additional changes of hypoglycemia superimposed on the predominant pattern of injury in HIE and that these changes are more commonly seen with either a normal or watershed injury pattern.

CONCLUSIONS

In neonates with encephalopathy with clinical evidence for HIE who also had concurrent hypoglycemia, both the predominant pattern of hypoxic-ischemic injury as well as specific imaging features of hypoglycemia could be detected. MR imaging had high positive and negative predictive values for clinical hypoglycemia, both with or without evidence of HIE, indicating that imaging features can be reliably used in the absence of laboratory values to suggest that an infant has had hypoglycemia. Additionally, watershed-predominant hypoxic-ischemic injury was more commonly observed in severe hypoglycemia. Further prospective studies with the use of better measurements of neonatal hypoglycemia are needed to uncover the true relationship between the frequency and duration of neonatal hypoglycemia and hypoxic-ischemic injury and its impact on neurodevelopmental outcome.
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